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John Moore Elected
President of Senate
By Unanimous Vote
Dickson and Smith Elected to Other
Offices. Shingles Awarded at
Close of Meeting
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No. 22

Aggie Department Rallies Maine Debaters Close
To Own Defense Regarding Season With Dual Win I
Recent Cow Judging Affair Over Colby College Team

Yale Professor Fools Clever
Students on Exams
\
ale professor turned the
tables 0 one of his classes last
month when they thought they had
"bed the problem of true and
false tests. A brilliant blind student in the class did all his writing in class with a typewriter.
The members of the class soon discovered that when he wrote "yes"
he struck three keys, and when
he wrote "no" only two, so they
wrote their own tests accordingly.
Upon finding what was going on,
the professor privately told the
blind student to write "yes" for
the false questions and "no" for
the true questions on the next test.
The student did so. Every other
student in the class had all the
answers wrong.

Tech Students Good Judges of Question: "Resolved That Talking
Weight but not of Merit
Movies Are Detrimental to
States Following Letter
Stage Drama"
That University of Maine engineers
are good judges of weight and not of
merit was brought out in the results of
the cattle judging contest at the university during Farm and Hrn
oe NVeek. A
report in the Compost of last week emphasized the ability of technology students in the placing of bovines in the
contest, stating that they even seemed
superior to their brother aggies in the
art of cattle judging.
The truth of the matter was that the
eight cows in the contest were to be
judged upon their production records
and contestants were also given an oppornmity to estimate the weight of the
animals.
In the weight end of the contest the
engineers seemed to register well, but
when it came to production they fell
slightly below par.
Following are the results of the contests giving the placing of the animals
as recorded on blanks by the engineers
and the correct placing of the cows:
Engineer No. I placed 10th
!Pis placings were E-D-A-C-G-B-H-F
Correct D-C-G-E-B-F-H-A
(Confirmed as Page Three)

The University of Maine women debaters closed their season with a double win
last Tuesday evening when they met
Colby College in a dual debate, gaining
the decision unanimously at Orono and
two to one at ‘Vaterville.
The Maine debaters at Orono were
Ethel Thomas and Clarine Coffin. These
girls returned recently from a very successful trip through Massachusetts and
Rhode Island. Myrilla Guilfoil and
Florence Ward participated in the Waterville debate. Miss Ward is a Veteran
debater but this is the first time that
Miss Guilloil has participated in an intercollegiate debate, although she has
been very prominent in dramatics.
Colby was represented by Muriel McDougal and Tina Thompson at Orono.
The question was. Resolved: That talking movies are detrimental to stage
drama. Maine upheld the negative .;•
Orono and the affirmative of the san,
question at Watervilk.
The debate at Orono was judged by
Professor Charles G. Cummings of Bangor Theological Seminary. Judge A. G.
Averill of Old Town and Mr. James G.
O'Connor of Bangor.

High Hat Swains Take Balentine Janes Along
Shady Lanes
At two that) o'clock last Sunday afternoon a stampede was
caused at Balentine when a strange
looking vehicle, drawn by two very
noble steeds, and containing two
worthy gentlemen dressed in their
"Sunday-go-to-meet mg" clothes,
which included high silk hats, drew
up in front of the dormitorial
mansion.
Two dainty little ladies tripped
out in answer to a call and—away
they went.
Bells jingled and the old-fashioned coach rattled around the
campus. Every Balentinian who
was not otherwise engaged or
about to be engaged, rushed out to
see it.
Darn f
• isn't it, if a couple
of fellows can't take their girls
riding on a nice Sunday afternoon
without having the whole college
out to watch them?

Nominees Chosen For
Senior Elections To
Be Held Wednesday
Seniors Will Elect Those To Have
Parts in Class Day and
Graduation Exercises

John R. Moore, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
The nominations for the senior elecas elected president of the Student
tions have been made by the nominating
Senate for the coming year at a meeting
conunittee, and the election will be held
of the Student Senate held Tuesday evenext Wednesday. Only members of the
ning. The vote was unanimous, as no
senior class will be allowed to vote at
candidate
was
other
nominated.
this time. The list of nomillees is as
John D. Dickson, Kappa Sigma, and
follows:
Albert J. Smith, Phi Kappa Sigma, as
Valedictorian: Paul M. Elliott, George
vice-president and secretary, respectively,
M. Hargreaves. and Sebastian Louis
will complete the list of officers for the
Scheffer.
new Senate.
Chaplain: Don Marshall, Paul Libby,
No other business was acted upon at
Al Emerson, Dick Loring, and Al Perthis session, although several suggestions
kins.
were made.
Historian: Ernest Gatcomb, Dave BarDean Corbett read a letter from the 4--ker. and Ed Bryant.
national interfraternity council, warning
--4
Prophet: Louise Duman. Myrilk Guillocal chapters against the activities of a
foil, Goldie Modes, Barbara Hunt, Kay
certain L. L. Johnson, otherwise known
"
'Jackson, Bill Wells, Ken Twombly,
as "Johnny" Johnson, who has been goGeorge Packard, Jack Moran, and Cliff
ing about from college to college, posing
Curtis.
as a jewelry salesman, and organizing
Presentor of Gifts: Mary Galaher, Dot
minor honorary fraternities and attemptCurtis. Inez 1Vatters, I.ib Livingstone,
ing to revive other fraternities under
‘Varren Blocklinger, Ward Cleaves, and
talse pretenses.
Raymo White.
Dean Corbett also stated that PresiCurator: Wally Harwood, Tim Ryan,
dent Boardman had been informed by
Bob Whitten, and Ken Lapworth.
members of the state police that numOrator: Ray Bradstreet, Norm Porter,
enius University students were disreand Frank Barrows.
Phi Mu Delta House was released
garding the law against hitch-hiking.
Poet: Phil Brockway, Dot Gross, PolMay II, will be "I honor Society Day,"
and that many complaints about this had from quarantine restrictions on Monday ;
at the University of Maine, according to ly Longley, John Cutler, and Don Fogg.
•
been received by the department. Stu- and the twenty-eight students who live
Senior Marshal: Bill Fahey, Atwood
announcement made 'today by President
dents were warned against this practice. there were able to resume their studies Teaching Plans and Relevant
Beta Pi Theta Backs Entertain- II. S. Boardman,
Levensaler, James Whitten, and Don
As this was the last meeting for the at the University again. The fraternity
Subjects Discussed. Conferment Featuring Rudy Vallee
Pressey.
1)ean Paul Nixon of Bowiliiin
retiring members, shingles were awarded had been isolated by order of Dr. Jackence Meets Here Next Year
and the Stein Song
Junior Marshal: Alfred McMichael,
will he the speaker for the occasion.
to the men at the close of the meeting. son since April 10 as a result of a case
Sam Calderwood, Herb Lewis, and Russ
of scarlet fever in the house.
The English faculty of the University
The Orono Puppetteers are at last to be President Boardman and the presidents
George Jellison, who, because he was of Maine attended the annual conference seen on campus after a successful season of the four honor societies. Alpha Zeta, Shaw.
Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, and Phi
the only student known to have scarlet of College English
teachers held at Bates in Bangor, Old Town, and other places. Kappa Phi, will occupy
the platform.
fever, was taken to his home in North
College, Lewiston, last Saturday. Repre- They will appear under the auspices of and sections of seats will be assigned to
Sullivan on the same day that the restriction went into effect, is getting along sentatives from Maine, Colby, Bowdoin Beta Pi Theta, the French honorary so- the student inembeis of the various sowell, although he will not be free from and Bates were present for the all-day ciety. ill ROOM 275 Arts and Sciences at cieties.
Amu inneements
Is M.If% and prizes
quarantine for several weeks yet. It is I conference. The purpose of the meeting 3 P.M. on Saturday, April 25. Tickets
not expected that Jellison will be able to! is to discuss teaching methods, exchange are being sold by members of Beta Pi for the year will be made at this time.
return to college until the middle of May.' experiences, and lay plans that tend to Theta and will be on sale at the door. As The announcement of May II, as the day
The following sororities have reported
The diphtheria patient, Charles Prinn. improve the presentation of the subject the seating capacity of the room is sixty for particular emphasis on honor societheir officers for the coming year:
Colby t'ollege was presented with
persons, it would be wise to procure tick- ties did not mention the exact time the
Alpha Omicron Pi, president, Marga- is able to leave the isolation house now matter.
program would be given but said that deeds to six 1 Ired acres of land last
At the conclusion of the meeting an ets in advance.
ret Merrill '32; vice-president, Isabel to walk about, but he must stay there
further lllllouncement would he made in Friday, on which buildings worth $3,500,The Puppeteers will present a varied
Robinson '32; Corresponding secretary, nights and still remain under observation imitation was extended by Professor
the near future covering this point.
0(X) will be constructed. Many hundreds
Milton Ellis, head of the department program of dances, oriental and Spanish,
Elizabeth !Milker '33; recording secre- until more negative tests are shown.
of townspeople crowded into the local
here,
for the teachers to meet at Orono circus stunts, and other novelties. Hamtary, Miriam I latiaburgh '33; treasurer,
theater where the presentation took
next year. The invitation was accepted. let has been brought up to date to adGrace Quarrington '33; assistant treas,
place. The deeds were presented by Maydress
the
puppets in the style of 1931.
Following adjournment of the mornurer. Evelyn Gleason '33.
4- F. Harold Dubord and accepted by
ing session an excellent dinner was served The pla,v is The Rernaneers, a comedy
Phi Mu. president. Clarine Coffin '32:
I lerbert E. 1Vadsworth of Winthrop,
by
Edmond
Rostatel.
The
last
time
it
%ice-president. Barbara Ilarvey '32; secto the visitors by the Bates hosts and
hairman of the board of trustees, who
retary. Josephine Mutty '33; treasurer,
this was followed by a tour of inspec- was shown, Dean Stevens presented a Impressive Ceremony for New
turned them over to President Franklin
AffirmaUphold
Speakers
Local
(Continued on Page Three)
Gertrude Don- '33.
(Continued on Page Three)
Officers Held Sunday Night
W. Johnson.
tive Side
Delta Delta Delta, president. Marian
A celebration banquet was held in the
Davis '32; vice-president, Edith Talbot
The installation of the new officers of evening at the
Maine was favored by a two to one
Elmwood at which some
'32; social secretary. Eloise Young '33;
the M.C.A. cabinets was held Sunday of the most prominent mcmi Of Maine
decision at the debate with Bates Colcorresponding secretary. Eleanor West
evening, April 19, at 6:30 in Alumni spi.ke. President Johnson told of the
lege in Alumni Chapel on Thursday eve'33; treasurer. Marion Lewis '32.
deep esteem and affection in which the
ning, April Pi. upon the question: "Rehall,
Pi Beta Phi. president, Rachel Gilbert
College is held by the citizens of Watersolved. That the Soviet Government of
The
officers
for
the
year
are:
coming
'32; vice-president. Margaret Davis '33;
ville. Hon. Charles E. Gurney of PortRussia shouki be recognized by the
con-responding secretary. Mania Pooler
President. Ilildreth NIontgomery; viceland said that it was the greatest day in
United States."
'32; social secretary, Muriel Holmes '33;
president, (.race Quarrington; secretary, the history of Colby and one of the
Maine upheld the affirmative side of
treasurer, Angela hfiniutti '32.
Francelia Deane, and treasurer, Margaret greatest in the history of Waterville.
the argument and the speakers were Eva $
The officers for Chi Omega. Delta
By Aaa Iiiiissaststa
men. In the I. milted States at least four Davis.
[Jr. Julius D. Taylor of the Colby
Bisbee and Caroline Cousins. Speakers
Zeta, Kappa Psi and Sigma Tau have
Stamp collecting has proved a very sets of these commemorative stamps are
for the negative were Rebecca N. Carter
President Boardman presided at the faculty reviewed the work of the comimt yet been elected.
mittee from the beginning. Dr. AugusM. Lerrigo of Bates. Dr. fascinating hobby for one of OW most printed each year. In 1932, there will be
and F.dith M
meeting amid the following program was
tus Thomas, president of the Internation; Ruth Crosby of the Engl sh department prominent professors. Dean Chase of a special set of eleven commemorating
; acted as chairman and the judges were the Latin department spends much of the birth of George Washington. Many carried out : Piano solo, Eva Bisbee; al Education Federation, believed that it
Mr. Myer Epstein. Mr. ‘Vayne Robinson, ; his leisure time in securing data on the countries have maps of their possessions vocal solo, "The (lid Refrain,- Carleton was a wise thing to move but would have
and Mr. John Quinn. all of Bangor. , subject of postage stamps, and in adding on their postage stamps, and in a few Hayes; Scripture reading, Lucille Na- been a very unwise thing to move out of
the city.
Timekeepers were Dorothy Blair and , to his already large and varied collection. countries of Europe, even private ad- son, and Prayer, Mr. Cecil Fielder.
; lie is especially interested in the first vertising is placed on
Justice Pattangall. Chief of the Su1)unphy.
them.
'The
service
closed
with
the
singing
of
--•-three cent postage stamp, which was ,
preme Court of Maine. spoke of the men
"Besides
the
actual
designs,
there are the Lune;
lymn.
and is at present making
made in 18
Work oil the Nineteen Thirty-five
whom Colby had sem to the bench in
EXIRA WEEK ADDED TO
4 great many other things to be studied.
it.
of
study
detailed
a
reshman Bible was started about two
hfaine and said that no college had e%er
SUMMER VACATION
The
markings
which
are
made
during
BOXING CHAMP INJURED produced a finer, more useful citizen than
In a recent interview, Dean Chase
,%eeks ago under the supervision of Edthe process of sending and delivery are
WHEN STRUCK BY
ward DeCourcy. Editor-in-Chief.
Professor Taylor.
he University will open about six stated that he considers stamp collect- of great saint to the stamp-collecting
AUTOMOBILE
The little book, which is so saluable days later next year than it did this year ing both an interesting and a worthDr. J. Fred Hill, chairman of the Citspecialist. The very ink with which the
while avocation.
every Freshman, will be printed in the ; for upperclassmen.
izen's Committee, spoke of the splendid
markings are made, the method of sendLouis Asali. light hva%sweight boxing work done by
"There is a certain appeal about collater part of August by the University
Freshmen will come here for FreshProfessor Herbert C. Libing, and the range of distance through champion of the University of
Maine by. President Boardman of the
Press. In general. it will be very simi- man Week on September 17. and the up- lecting stamps that makes it a most in- which
Univerthe
letter
passes
are
all
extremely
and Leo Bernard. both of Phi Kappa, sity of Maine, spoke
lar to this year's book, although a few! perclassmen will come back on the 22nd. teresting hobby. This is true not only
of the other Maine
interesting.
Experts
analyze
the
paper
were knocked down and painfully innew features will be introduced. As it Last fall the University opened on Sep- , for young boys of grammar or high
on which the stamps are printed thereby jured early Monday morning when they colleges. Randall J. Conduit, former
IS now planned, there will be several tember Pith. This will make it more , school age who delight in an accumulalearning the process of manufacture. were struck by an automobile while superintendent of schools in Cincinnati.
more cuts of University Officials. New convenient for those who are planning tion of foreign postage marks, but for They
also analyze the dyes with which crossing the road in front of Lambda spoke for the graduates.
oriranizations, such as the Liberal Club, to work this summer as they will be !people of all ages and in all walks of the coloring is made,
The citizens of Waterville raised the
and through very Chi.
Tennis Club, and Freshman Paper will able to work another week. For those !life. King George of England is an minute study of
necessary
money by subscriptions. As
the
design they are able
Mali was the more seriously injured the largest single contribution was only
receive due mention and it is hoped that who are not going to work this summer. enthusiast on the subject.
to
find
the
exact
nature
of
the
dies
with
of the two, suffering from cuts and $5000 it took time and patience on
"Quite often. even those people who
cuts of the sorority pins may be printed. this extra week of vacation ought to
the
which that design is stamped ,fino the
are really interested in stamp collecting
bruises on the legs and arms, with two part of the townspeople to realize the
A new cover in the same material and come in handy.
paper.
fail to realize quite how worthwhile and
teeth knocked out, severe head injuries, large sum.
color, though with a large blocked "M"
Miss Elizabeth Foster. of the English enlightening this may actually become. "The popularity of stamp-collecting is Sill! shock Bernard suffered bruises on
in the center, is being planned.
The members of the Editorial Board department, will act as Dean of Wornen An expert, upon making a highly-spec- probably due to the fact that it lends it- the right ankle, chin, and forehead. Both
The Dickens Club met on Wednesday
are Edward beCourcy, Editor. Ruth next year in place of Dean Achsa Bean, ialized study of the postage stamps of a self to such a wide range of study. .1s are under the care of Dr. Hall at the evening, April 15, at the home of J. A.
is taking a )ear's lease of absence. nation can obtain a fairly detailed his- long as governments issue new sets of rbi Kappa House.
%14Ienta. Irene Sanders. Hazel Scully. •
Harlow, in Old Town. The program
stamps, there will always be new and
•ntends to study mamma- tory of that country.
Harand
Frederick
Jones.
Allen,
Fern
consisted of an account of a Dickens play
"The designs on the stamps yield a interesting things to learn from this
.ology under Dr. Cannon in the
In the April 18, 1931 issue of the Sat- in Boston, by J. A. Maxwell, County Atold Seigal. Roger Heller and Stanwood lian
urday Livning Post on page 18 there is torney; a character sketch of Micawber,
searles ser%e as Business Manager and Ikpartment of Physiology at Harvard great deal of information. They range hobby."
It is interesting to note that in the an article entitled "The Things of A from David Copperfield,
.1ssistant Business Manager respectively. Medical School. The Dean expects to from warnings such as, "Prevent Forest
given by MI1.
At present there seems to be hut one begin her studies this July. and to return Fires", notices of expositions and fairs, personal collection of Dean Chase, he Child". by Paul Jones, which should be S. B. Gray; a character sketch of SteerRed Cross markings, and war-time no- has copies of United States stamps is- of interest to University students, since forth, from the same
thing lacking, and that is a supply of a year from September.
novel, given by A.
Miss Foster. who will be acting Dean, tices, to stamps commemorating birth sued every year since 1829 as well as a it concerns coaches and professors and B. Larchar; and violin solos
Freshman men to help with the write
by MTS.
and death anniversaries of prominent great many others from other countries. their responsibilities and authority.
is well known to most.of the girls.
uP
Gordon Noyes.
N
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Quarantine Removed ,
From Phi Mu Delta
Twenty-eight Members Return to
Classes Monday. No Cases
Reported on Campus

English Dep't Members
Orono Puppeteers To Give
Attend Bates Conference Performance Here Saturday

"Honor Society Day"
Will Be Held In May
Dean Nixon of Bowdoin Will Be
Speaker; Announcements of
Awards Will Be Made

Sororities Announce
List Of New Officers
For Following Year

Colby Is Presented
With Deeds Of Land
For New Location

Pres. Boardman Presides
At M.C.A. Installation

Debating Team Defeats
Bates By 210 1 Decision
••••••11

Dean Chase Explains Why Stamp
Collecting Is A Fascinating Hobby

Work Begun On Freshman
Bible, To Be Published 1
Latter Part of August

l
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Intercollegiates

Book Review

"THE GREEN PASTURES"
A play by Marc Connelly
;
Perhaps the inost talked of play at the
Several vital changes have been made
of the University of Maine.
present time in New York City is The
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
in the curriculum of Yak. The most im- (;reeii Pa.stures. Many of the Maine
portant one is the abolishing of mid-year students who have not been fortunate
W. Whidden Johnson, '72
Editor-in-Chief ._.-.
enough to see the play itself have enexams.
Spencer.
'32
Rebecca T.
Associate Editor
joyed the book, which is certainly worth
all
reading.
charged
for
fee
is
the
Fiitj,
cents
'33
Bretton.
V.
D.
William
.
Managing Editor
The pia) is a startling one. It sets
cuts at the University. of North CaroDEPARTMENT EDITORS
out to gise the negro conception of
lina.
_Eleanor Meacham, '12
Society .
God and heaven. Everything is very in. Edward DeCourcy, '34
News (Men). —
Rosamond Cole, '33 ,
Literary
Evelyn Randall, '32
News (Women)
Ilternice Woodman. '32
formal in the negro's Paradise but it is
Seigel.
'34
Harold
Colorado,
the
unFeatures
University
of
At the
Sports (Men)
1Josephine Nutty, '33
Betty Barrows. '33
Sports (Women)
one easy to understand and Go(I is symdergraduates can be insured against bepathetic. The author depicts him as a
REPORTERS
ing called on in class. Rates vary with tall, calm negro whose right-hand man
Francelia
Dean.
Dyer,
offin,
Alice
Clarine
Caswell.
professors. If a student who is insured is familiarly called "Gabe".
Mary Bean. Virginia Berry. Willard
Howe, Doris Hutchinson, Jeanne Kennedy, ,
Orissa Frost, Evelyn Gleason. Edna Grange. Inez
Eveiyn is called upon, he receives double premiPerkins,
Olive
Peabody,
Helen
Modes,
Goldie
Lincoln.
In the beginning of the play, the minBertha Landon, Marguerite
Lillian Segal, Rose Snider, Sherwin
Pollard. Ann Rosenstein, Hugh Ryan, Irene Sanders,
ister, Mr. Deshee, is explaining to a
UM.
Estelle Wiseman, Carroll Works
Webber,
Phyllis
Nalents.
Ruth
Sylvester.
Stanley, Mary
group of negro children, the significance
Jim
Thorpe,
one
of
the
greatest
colof God and Heaven. What he says forms
DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS
Gordon liayes, '32
lege football figures of all times, is work- the rest of the play. The play proper is
Business Manager
iteginald Margrea,es, '32
Ass't. Business Manager
ing with pick and shovel in Los Angeles begun with all the angels gathered at a
fish fry. God appears and enjoys a "ten
Manager; all other correspondence to for $4 a day.
cent seegar." Shortly afterward, he perAddress all business correspondence to the Business
the Editor-iarChief.
forms a miracle which turns out to be
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office. Orono. Maine.
Women seem to be experiencing a hard the
Printed at the University Press. Orono, Maine.
creation of the world.
Subscription: $1 lin a Year
time ill making themselves popular at
We have an interesting Adam and Eve
Oxford. The male element IS protesting scene, although most of us are not acTHE PRISM
vigorously against the invasion of the customed to think of those two as being
campus
by the weaker sex, stating that dusky-skinned. The play is the tracing
Judging from the appearance of proof, now to be seen around the the august founders of the University of Biblical history down through Noah
which never intended Oxford to be a place of and the Ark, Moses and his leading of
print shop, the 1932 Prism will equal if not surpass the yearbooks
God's chosen to the Land of Canaan, and
always. an "lost hairpins and impossible hats."
have been previously offered to the classes at Maine. But as
the prophets.
announcement in last week's issue of the Cattitus indicated that there
A few enterprising men students at
The play has an astoundingly imprespur- the University of Arizona recently con- sive conclusion, with God declaring that
are still stink copies (if -Mrs book availahle for anyone who cares to
ducted a census of their own. The re- even he must learn by suffering. The
chase one.
sult of their census was that 26 out of last few lines are in regard to the cruciAnd although most people ajtear to.C-Onsider that by. acquiring (me every 41 co-eds entering the library were fixion.
nevertheless. stockingless.
The play is entirely in negro dialect
of these in their Junior year they are well supplied for life,
and.
as one of the seniors who saw it
The
those who do invest in one each year find themselves amply repaid.
Notre Dame recently established 77 as said, "funny as a crutch." The charyear the lowest grade on which a student can acters are well-drawn and the scenes are
price of a Prism is a small investment fur a permanent record of the
all effective. One feels in several places,
in the graduate.
at Maine. Practically everyone in the student body, or at least
however, that the humor of the situation
and
I
group.
three upper classes is included in the pictures of at least one
MANY YEARS AGO ON THIS is a bit overdone and the thing verges
full.
recorded
in
activities
are
the leaders in life on the campus and their
so much on the incongruous that it is
CAMPUS
ridiculous.
Maine history and matters of interest are taithfully pictured year
We are pleased to announce the elecundergradby year in the Prism, and no finer way of keeping alive the
tion of Lincoln R. Colcomil to the CamA Note in Music
year pus
uate activities for future years can be found than by buying each
board.
By
Rosamund Lehmann
during the college (lays a copy of the P.risas.
The author of that charming novel,
The weekly Campus has at last become a reality and the next issue of the -Dusty Answer," has recently written
SCHOLARSHIP VS. OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
paper will be the opening number of another novel of English life. While the
the change which is to he an experiment. former is a tale of people of the upper
From the Stamford (Cow) Advocate)
• • • • • •
classes and the nobility, the latter is a
plain story of the bourgeoisie. Like most
student
First
visible
signs
of
college
our
Carnegie
the
new
that
There is a quaint old American tradition
English novelists however, she has
library
are
beginning
to
appear
on
camafterward;
much
to
amounts
never
%vim makes his mark in scholarship
pus. Work has been commenced on the brought into the plot several of God's
that the really admirable product of our ctilleges is the glad-hander foundation.
chosen.
who is president of things, plays tackle co the football team, and never
A Note in Music lacks the effervesBible study groups have been formed cence of its predecessor; it possesses the
lets his studies interfere with his college work ; that for every routine
job awaiting the student "grind" there are ten big corporations clamor- at several of the fraternities, and active hopelessness of "Dusty Answer," but
within a few days. lacks the whimsicality which made the
ing for the services at a fancy salary of .the high hurdle champion who work will commence
* • • • is
elder tale a favorite.
was president of his fraternity.
It delves into the life stories of mediThe first issue of -The Blue Book of
Enter President Walter S. Gifford of the American Telephone & the University of Maine", the new liter- ocre people, none of whom are finally
Telegraph Company with disillusionment. Gifford reports that men who ary magazine, will in all probability ap- lifted out of the rut into which they have
Hugh Miller is a breath of
graduate in the first tenth of their class have four times as many chances pear in the course of the present week. fallen.
fresh air which invigorates the lives of
It
will
be
an
attractive
little
booklet
of
graduate
in
the
who
of getting into the higher-salaried groups as those
sixty odd pages of a size that will fit the stogy Grace Fairfax, of family-bound
lowest third. Generally speaking. the men with the highest scholastic pocket nicely.
Norah MacKay, and of the little street
records get the most responsiLle jobs and the hest salaries afterward. A
girl, Pansy. Ilugh's ritzy sister, Clare,
number of large corporations have standing (tiers open with various
The peanut scrap is expected any night causes staid Gerald, Norah's husband,
now. Both the sophomores and upper to be slightly giddy for a time; and cumcolleges to give good jobs to the leading scholars in every class.
classmen are waiting for the freshmen bersome, self-satisfied Tom Fairfax lumAnd don't think the college students haven't waked up to that fact.
bers through the story. After the pathto produce the peanuts.
long ahead of the public in general. At Amherst recently 80 per cent of
* • • • • •
ological storm of the Miller's visit, the
the senior class indicated that they prized Phi Beta Kappa (scholarship
The English work of the sophomore world seems a little brighter to the twu
society) ahead of any other college distinction. Yale students have often and freshman years will constitute three strange families.
Read the book if you get the chance;
hours a week the first term and two
indicated a similar preference.
hours the second term of the Freshman even if it isn't as good as "Dusty Anbooze parties and the like
The college students,whii get mixed
year. and two hours the first term and swer." it is worth a good reading if for
get the publicity. The ones who work at t r studies get the. jobs.
ime hour the second term of the Sopho- no reason other than its author.
more year.
John (sarcastically): "Do you believe
HITCH-HIKING
Mr. Bertram E. Packard, State Com- everything every sap tells you?"
Joan (sweetly): No, darling, but you
In spite of the fact that a law was passed several years ago which missioner of Education, will be the chapel speaker on Monday morning, April do sound se convincing."
made hitch-hiking in Nlaine illegal. the practice among ctillege students
•••• ••
27. His subject is "Why Education"?
seems to be as commtin a,ever. College Avenue. front the campus to The Assembly will be held at 9:45.
Did you know that:
Some men use mighty poor material
Away s has its line of "ffiumbers" on a warm afternoon.
when
they make up their minds.
All
students
who
are
interested
in
seSo far. very few cases have occurred where these students got into
There was once a girl declared she
curing a certificate to teach should come
any trouble front these activities. For the most part the police and state
to the School of Education office and fill didn't believe it was a truck farm—she
'dicers have conveniently "Itioked the other way". But others are cianout an application blank at once. These was sure trucks came from factories.
plaining. and these ciimplaints all reflect upon the tinkers. To protect applications must be in on May I. at the
Some motorists think that the whistle
themselves, these officers will sisal be forced to take steps toward curb- latest if the certificates are to be ready of a locomotive approaching a grade
crossing is the signal to start a race.
ing these activities, however much they may he in svmpathy with the by Commencement.

Vacuity News

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Dean J. S. Stevens represented
University at the anniversary celebration
lay Delos W. L. Vellratk
of the Portland Radio Church held in
They had planned it as a fishing trip.
City Hall, Portland. Sunday, April 19.
All winter they had been looking forward to it and making preparations for
Dr. C. A. Dickinson has been visiting
it, never dreaming what great scientific
preparatory schools with Dean Hart durdevelopments would come from it. It
ing the past week.
was to take place last Sunday. On SatThe members of the Conversation Club urday night they went out to catch their
and their wives had dinner at the Log bait, namely "night-walkers", the west
Lodge, Lucerne-in-Maine, Friday eve- bank of the Beta tennis court being
ning, April 17.
their hunting ground.
Sunday morning they started out
On April 13 Dr. C. A. Brautlecht at- bright and early, these two freshmen,
tended at Bowdoin College the sixth lec- and from then until their return soon
ture of the fifth Institute of Natural Sci- after dark there was much apprehension
ences which that college has held. Charles among their class-mates back home as
H. lierty, Ph.D., former President of to the outcome of their venture. On
the American Chemical Society, and now their return home with no fish they exan Industrial Consultant in New York plained that after they had hiked fifteen
City, spoke on the subject, "Chemistry's miles to the scene of their operations.
Service in the Promotion of Industrial they were informed by a game warden
Research in America."
that after May 1 and not before they
would be allowed to fish there.
NEW BOOKS IN LIBRARY
But here is the international imporTHIS WEEK
tance of their seemingly insignificant
venture. In a mud puddle along the way
Allen, Edward—America's story as told
they found a spotted Salamander, which
in postage stamps.
they captured and brought home, just
Bennett, Florence M.—Spendrift.
curiosity of the thing, never
Brown, Irving—Deep song; adventures for the
dreaming
that anything collossal would
with gypsy songs and singers.
result. When they exhibited their
Cable, W. Arthur—Speech education; be the
catch to their friends in the dorm, it was
cultural and scientific.
discovered that he had but one eye, and
Davis, Mary G. ed.—Baker's dozen.
on the left side of his head.
Halliday, James F.—Robbing youth of its that one
Thinking
that the other eye had been
religion.
lost through injury they made a minute
Hosmer. Paul—Now we're loggin'.
Sally's head to discover
Lewishon. Ludwig—The modern drama. examination of
that he had never had another. So he
Martin, Everett D.—Liberty.
improvised cage.
Noyes, Reginald W.—A bibliography of was saved and put in an
his natural surroundings,
somewhat
like
Maine imprints to 1820.
so that he could be taken over to tin
Queen, Ellery, pseud.—The French
biology department for an analysis.
powder mystery.
But when he was visited on Mondaj
Sarton, George—The history of science
morning, it was discovered, much to the
and the new humanism.
Sherwin, Oscar—Mr. Gay, being a pic- surprise of his captors, that he was not
ture of the life and times of the author a he but a SHE for the miniature pond
in the cage was filled with Salamander
of the Beggar's Opera,
W'ise, Stephen S.—The great betrayal. Eggs. At press time today the eggs had
developed but little, but it is hoped that
The Physics Club will meet on Wednes- by the middle of next week the lads
day. April 29, at 6.30 in room 204 Aubert will know whether each of the young
Hall. Mr. H. W. Allen of the Physics Sallies will have but one eye, or whether
Department is to talk on "The Efflux of Mother Sally is a freak.
Liquids Through Small Holes."
(To he continued in the April 30 Campus t
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Summoning
a Ghost to your
bidding

Nobody %tants people to think that he is conceited, that he thinks
that in some manner. in some sport. or in &Amite art he is superior to all
other persons or at least as good as the hest. It seems to be universal
that this trait is disapkaring. As personal conceit it is disappearing, but
it is returning a, omit and tirganization oaken.

What would a person think if tine tif his friends met hint and
began
to tell him of all the wonderful things he had done and was
doing, and
was capable of doing. most of it probably fiction? In effect
that is what
we are doing when we tell of the superiority of our
team. our fraternity,
our college. or our product. So it seems to us that
conceit is not disappearing. but is being transferred into another channel. probably for
the
best since it stimulates better organizations, better teams,
and more

I ax heem how he git de chance for met dem all on school.
He says firs t'ing de freshman learn was 'bout de -Hello!" rule;
Mus' la' de cap to all de girl, an' all de teacher too.
So if dey don't know you before, it's all right—now dry do.
No wan was ax if he's riche man, w'ich way hers fader vote.
%Vat kin' o' church he's christen on—dry all was on sam' boat.
VaMo
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So in the development of the natural and
manufactured gas industry, as in practically
every other industry, the Crane line of
valves, fittings, fabricated piping, and
specialties have played an important part.
No matter what branch of industry you
enter, you will find Crane materials playing
a similarly important part.

Dere's wan fing, sure, ma boy 'Poleon was quick for mak' de frien'
Since he b'n go on U. of M.. hers faders mon* for speh;
He's up dere now jes' two, free week, but wen I go wan day
For skit heem on de campus—an' leetle hill for pay—
I'm nit iche surprise how many boy an' girl was say "Hello!**
Mus' be a fousatf we was pass, but ev'rs wan he know.

Dey mak' heem wear some fanny cap. two color, blue an' w'ite ;
.knoder t'ing. can't spark de girl on campus—guess dat's right—
But bra' of all I lak de inns' dat rule for say "Hello'"
Each tam he's passin' any wan was on de road he go
For lit acquaint an' kip de frien' dat's sure de fines' was ;
Will mak' good neighbor all de tarn, IA us on Frenchman Bay.

TRI

The Con
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strts and Sc'
The initia
Mr. Grindle
Robinson, I
Field, %Valk
Don Fogg
miner in chit

From the beginning, the problem was one
of piping. W hen Crane ('o., a half century
ago, set itself to develop and produce the
right materials for every gas and oil purpose,
it began an incalculably valuable contribution to the solution of problems that had
held back the gas industry since the Chinese
used hollow bamboo.

(By A. L T. Cummings

Fraternitie• publish journals telling what marvelou, achievements
have been accompli,hed
their fraternity brothers. Students tin their
vacation,froni ci llege. when ti e% are is it Ii students from other
ctilleges.
tell of the wonderful feats of their Imn institution, never mentioning the
had features. Perhaps our most nutstanding example of this
group conceit is advertising in is hich the advertiser states that his product
or his
service is the best there is.
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Only now do its miraculous possibilities
begin to be glimpsed. Only now can modern industry, like a latter-day Aladdin rubbing his lamp to summon a vaporous genii,
turn a valve and order this Ghost to any
one of a hundred tasks.

THE MAINE HELLO

PH

(*hi ()meg
Fri(Iay, Apri

The chemist Van Helmont in 1609 discovered an invisible substance, an emanation
from coal, that he named "geist," meaning
ghost, shortened in English to gas.

students.
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"Will Sally's Children Be
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1
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SCREEN°%-.

Taking the honor of being the first
1,1% e Malne co-eds lett V% etinesday tor Maine freshman rifle team to beat thy
!lie annual Student Government Conven- Bangor High musketeers and making a
tion to be held this year at Jackson Col- Ttl'Ord of five wins and only one kiss.
Versatility should be an actor's greatthe Frost) riflemen closed their season
Pill NIL INITIATION
SIGMA s HI FORMAL HELD LAST lege April 23, 24. 25.
1377
to
asset, but unfortunately, in- this age
M.
I.
T.
crew
est
beat
thr
when
they
Those girls representing the University
WEEK-END
Phi Mu sorority held their formal
1290. Captain %'alter Ludden proved of dramatic specialization it sometizties ts
Churchill,
'Marine"
of
Maine
"Spud"
are
initiation and banquet at the Penobscot
Sigma Chi fraternity held their anSmith. "Marge" Moulton. "Frankie" himself.worthy of his position by leading not. When a thespian establishes, himExchange Hotel Saturday afternoon and nual spring formal and
informal house Dean, and "Al" Dyer.
his team .mates in the average for the
evening. April 18th.
self popularly in roles of a certain types
parties the week-end of April seventeenth
season,
and took the first prize of $15.00
convention is to
the
of
purpose
The
keep on
Those who were initiated are Louise
in cash. The second prize for high the public expects that he witl
and eighteenth.
discuss problems which confront the
Beaulieu, Dorothy Findlay, Mildred
The repart.
sort
of
log
same
the
average, a desk pen set, went to Assistant p14)
About forty couples were present at various associations and to solve probBradstreet, Virginia Tuell, Helen FindKenneth E. Jones, and the Uni- sult is that when he does attempt an imCoach
lems which seem to be producing particulay, Florence Berry, Shirley Young, and the formal dance on Friday evening.
Maine ring, the third prise, personation outside his usual routine,
the colleges concerned. versity of
Porter.
Many
of the alumnae The dining room was decorated in blue lar difficulties at
Addle
won by Manager Harry A. Crowwas
There are round-table discussions and
there is consideiable .sfseculatis4 as to
were present.
and gold, and at one end of this room a variety of conferences which give the Icy. Charles Mosher and George Hodhow acceptable tw will he.
just
The initiation formal dinner dance was there was a huge cake which was cut
son took fourth and fifth prizes respecvarious attendants a clearer understandHolt, one of the popular stars is
Jack
the
Penobscot
at
Valley
Country
tively.
held
during the favor dance. The cake was ing of how to meet and solve particular
world, will play the role of a
Club on Friday evening. Dean and Mrs.
screen
the
high,,
Bangor
beat
Maine
team
The
! found to contain the favors, consisting situations.
Hart, Dr. and Mrs. Parker, Captain and
Penn State, University of Cincinnati,• wisecracking gangster in "The Last Paof silver book ends.
Mrs. Wear, and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
INJURED AUTO CRASH VIC- Johns Hopkins, M. I. T., and was beaten rade," the Columbia picture which Conies
Fielder chaperoned. The committee in • The house was decorated with colored
by the University of Iowa team by a
TIMS WILL RECOVER
to the Strand Theatre ill Mon. and Tues.
charge was Clarine Coffin, Dot Green, electric light bulbs for the occasion.
score of 1769 to 1748. Much credit is
As everyone who has followed pictures
Saturday afternoon a tea dance was
Bernice Hopkins and Tillie Bell. Many
Paul F. Jarrett and Frank Carbone, due Sergeant Charles R. Strother for knows, tlolt established a reputation for
of the alumnae also attended the formal held. At six thirty a buffet supper, con- former students at the University, who his work in molding what was, with a
roles of the reserved, dignified type.
sisting of chicken in patty shells, hot
dinner dance.
were injured in an automobile accident few exceptions, a group of green men
It is therefore a derided innovation
rolls,
coffee,
and
brownies
was
served.
The Phi Mu color scheme of rose and
last week, are reported as recovering. into a warn of real marksmen.
for this star to transform himself into a
white was attractively carried out, and The informal dance in the evening Jarrett when he attended the University
fast talking, impulsive, hardboiled rackerefreshments were served in the sun brought an end to the party.
was a member of Delta Tau Delta, while English Dept. Members Attend
But reports from Hollywis?d have
teer.
Professor and Mrs. Lyle Jenness and Carbone was a member of Theta Chi.
porch during intermission. The HarBates Conference
that he has been extremely successful
it
Freeman
Professor
and
Mrs.
Monroe
Pagt
Otm)
from
(Continued
maniacs furnished the music.
They are now both students at the Harin creating a character different from
chaperoned both dances. Larry Miller's vard Dental School. It is expected that
those he has portrayed in the past. •
Bears furnished the music.
campus.
the
tion
of
TR! DELTS HAVE FIRST
1Carbone will be able to leave the hospital
Tom Moore supports Holt in "The
Those attending the conference from
BANQUET
The committee in charge consisted of ! within two weeks. Jarrett, however, due
Parade," and Constance Cummings
Turner,
last
Professors
Ellis,
were:
Maine
Henry
Booth,
chairman,
John
Rand
and
to considerable loss of blood, will have
The Tri Deits held their first banquet
Ashby, Scamman. Small, and Crosby, will supply the feminine interest. Other
Irving
Hurry.
Ito
remain
at
least
another
month.
at their sorority house last Saturday. The
and instructors McCreary, Foster, Cook. well known screen performers are & the
house was decorated with pine and blue
cast. Erie C. Kenton directed thallstroMAINE MASQUE WORKING and Moreland. and Messrs. Grindell and
pansies. The tables were lighted by sil- MRS. MERRILL GIVES Y.W.C.A.
duction.
!Aland.
TEA
ON JUNIOR WEEK PLAY
ver, gold, and blue candles. Margaret
!tither acted as toastmistress.
The guests were Constance Hartwell,
president-elect of the Boston University
chapter, and Dolores Dignam from the
Colby chapter. Alumnae guests were
Dean Rachel Connors.of Bangor, Miss
Ava Chadbourne, Edith Hoyt Humphreys '27, Betty Collins '28, Beulah
Kneeland Weatherbee '29, Sadie Thompson '29, and Brenna Blaisdell '30.
TRI DF.LTS HOLD FORMAL
Friday evening at the Dorothy Memorial the Tri 'kits held their formal
dance. The chaperons were Captain and
Mrs. McFarland, Mrs. Bangs, Mrs.
I.ould, and Mr. and Mrs. Sweetser.
Clyde Lougee's orchestra furnished the
music. Mrs. Kate Fitzgerald catered.

A Benefit Bridge Tea was given Is)
the Y.W.C.A. at the home of Mrs. Julian Merrill on Main Street, Orono,
Thursday, April 16. The proceeds from
this bridge will go towards the Magna
fund.
This fund is being raised to send students to the Y.W.C.A. camp at Poland.
Maine, where a one week conference is
held during the middle of June to which
delegates are sent from twenty schools
in New England. Excellent religious
leaders and professional women lead discussion groups in the morning, and the
afternoons are devoted entirely to recreation. diving, swimming, and boatimic
Miss Marion Rogers is to be in charge
of the recreation at Maqua this year.

The informal dinner for the Y.W.C.A.
At 12:30 a birthday cake with one
candle was presented to Warren Stanley cabinets, which was to have been held
Blocklinger and the rest of the evening April 22. has been postponed to Monday
evening, April 27. The cabinet members
was celebrated as his birthday party.
will he the guests of Miss Campbell.
CHI OMEGAS GIVEN TEA
The Chi Omega patronesses, Mrs.
Cloke. Mrs. Simmons. Mrs. Dayee, and
Mrs. Youngs, gave a tea for the girls at
the home of Mrs. Cloke on Forest Avenue.
Among the alumnae and guests present were Miss Wentworth, Miss Robinson. Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Reid. Mrs. Grindle. Mrs. Rees. Miss Hartwell, and Mrs.
Crouse.
The girls %sere entertained with musical selections by Mrs. Choke and Mrs.
Frances McBridge of Bangor.

The University of Maine Chorus, a
unit of the Eastern Maine Festival
Chorus, is taking part in the Passion
Play featurivg Georg Fassnacht, Sr. and
family of Freiburg, Germany, which is
to be presented in the Bangor Auditorium, April 27, 28, and 29.
Originally the chorus was preparing
a program to be given on May 13, but
when it was found possible to sign up
with the Passion Play, this program was
abandoned until a later date, probably
early next fall.

Aggie DIepartment Rallies to Own
Defedse Regarding Recent Cow
Judging Affair
(Castiniied from Page Ow)

FROSH RIFLE TEAM DEFEATS BANGOR HIGH

"l he east it -Broken Dishes, the
Junior Week play, is rapidly working
itself into shape for the presentation of
the play on May 7. Rehearsals are being
held regularly. The author of this play,
which is considered an exceptionally
good farce, is also the author of "The
Criminal Code", one of the outstamiii.,.
motion pictures today, which is starring
Walter Huston. Tickets will be on sale
at the book store in the near future.
The cast was announced in last week's
Campus.

.,mmatralmo•

Eriiiineer N. 2 placed 13th
His4iiiciu
-gs were • E-G-D-H-r-B-A-F
COSfed.

Engineer No. 3 placed 15th
His Awing! were E-D-A-B-G-C-H-F
correct D-C-G-E-B-F-H-A
These piacmirs were earned not by the
engineers' ability to place the animals in
the correct order, but by their keenness
at guessing the weight of the cattle.
Where-they utststned this information is
fiot exactly known. They may have
worked in a slaughter house at scene
time in their careers, or. it is just possible that some • benevolent fraternity
niftier who had a part in weighing the
animals 'for the contest may have got
talkative and dropped a tip that proved
Jo bc areal help.
1

Orono Puppeteers to Give
Performance Here Saturday
(Continued from Page One)
bouquet to Sylyene, the lovely leading
lady. Rut perhaps the principal attraction at the University of Maine will be
the "pers.mal appearance of the puppet
frail the audience
Rudy N'allee, wtio
in singing the Stein Song.

STRAND THEATRE
ORONO MAINE

F:7,3d of Letters Swamp Contest Judges

O

•

I ut out .isoi hung .4;
"I'hurt, April 23
tam stu 0,44 to (.1,0
),NFI.N. \\ IV ESFri„ April 24
MOON'
trlllll the stage play with Jack
Oakie and all star cast
• . Sat., April 23
"GENTLEMAN'S FATE"
"Sear" by.X.rsula Parrott with
John Gilbert, lAsais Wolheim, Leila
Hymns, John Miljan, Anita Page
and other Stars. An action met.
drama that 4 different.

FELINE FLEEING FEARFUL
FATE FINDS FRIENDS
The inmates of the Big House are becoming quite humanitarian. Their latest
idea is receiving fugitives. A cat fleeing
from the horrors of Coburn Hall (host
Balentine to hide in. She is receiving .i
warns welcome and much attention. She
is guarded carefully and no biologists
are allowed even to look at her. In
recompense for her protection, kitty sits
in front of the fireplace while the girls
knit, and thus adds her bit to the old
maidish vie parties.

!,

Mon. and Tues., April 27-28
First sbowing in this section of
"THE.
with an all star cast
This picture has everything in it
and will please all.

LA'51-.P.4kA1*.".

MORE than 1.00.000 letters were received by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
iTs. Company. at Winston-Salem, N. C.. In the contest for $5o.Ooe climb
prizes in connection with the new cellophane wrapping for Carnet
cigarette packages. The photograph shows one mountain emit:11111,11
more than 5013,000 unopened letters as they were delive7cd to the judrcs.
Several weeks will be required to read letters and fte.ieef NVIMIOnt.

U. OF UTAH STUDENTS
HARD ON TELEPHONES
Salt Lake City—(IP)—Telephone authorities here have threatened to remove
pay stations from the University of Utah
campus unless students desist from tearing the receivers from the phones and
mutilating the booths.

Wed., April 29
one day only
"RANGO"

•

NOW: Don't forget to Golf here
tv cry Wednesday with Johnny
Farrell

•

Attractive Booths
THE BEST OF FOODS

("hi Omega held a pledge service on e
Friday. April 17, in the M.C.A. building
Madeline Bunker, Doris Dunphy, and
Dorothy Davis were pledged at this
!
time.

and

DANCE PROGRAMS

DANCING

BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of hue I'rltitin!)

The Contributors' Club held its lilitiatill Thursday evening. April 16, in the
Arts and Sciences Building.
The initiates s -ere: Doctor Ashio.
Mr. Grindle, Rebecca Spencer, Isabel
RINtison,
Luthera Burton, Madeline
Field, Walter Green and Paul Robinson.
Don Fogg was chairman of the committee in charge of the ceremony.
Initiation was held at the Tri Delta
house on Thursday. Aiwa 16. The ini.ites were Darrell Brown, Enid Humphreys, June 1Vheeler, Ruth Grunwald.
Maxine Harding, Rita Stone, and Hazel
seedily.

22 STATE sr , aa

EUROPE and

whenever you wish at no extra
cost.
This is the happy combination
that our

Mx.

Back. .$185
Sell Mel ion the ideal United Stales
lanes nuke* it so inexpensive..''Tioirist
round
'third- fares range from
trip on the palatial REPU111,11: to $231
on the mighty LEVIATHAN. 5 deo
'peed to Europe. Remarkable values
also on the fivers AMERICA and
1,1%111(14: 111".1SHINGTON.
Trat el with, the college crowd, Last
Year on one sailing of the LEVIATII
4.41 colleges orre represented. This sear
the IlarsaorbTale track teams mil July
1st on the GEORGE WASHINGTON
for the OxfortiCiimbrielge meet.
Come cm along! Enjoy fine food ...
comfortable staterooms ... movies...
spoet•sin big son deck•... nightly dances
in the rhYtlion of real college bands from
ale, Ifarvard. California, Pennsylvania. Oliiri State, Virginia, Columbia,
tordham, Maryland, Penn State and
other colleges.
'tend at once for the hooklet,"TOI'HIST
CABIN TO EUROPE" aril
"take reservations before the rush starts.
Official fleet of the Intercollegiate
Alumni Alladltrlifli0110
Consult Your local Steamship Agent or

Atlantic Night Garden

Malcolm Y. "Mai" MacCormick '32

offers you.
evening.

is University representative of

Drop in after the theatre, afternoon or

You are welcome to dine and dance any hour of the

Frecscs Men's Shops

day.
A Night Club Atmosphere
Always a Good Time,

Bangor's largest store for men
cc

MA,/

Si ,

(4.) Main

ele•.0"

Over Atlantic Cafeteria

, Bangor

••

MOTHERS' DAY
May 10th

\\ Ill

SCHRAFFT'S
CHOCOLATES

Musical Merchandise, Strings, etc.

UNITED STATES
LINES

•
•

\N and APOLLO Chocolates

Mothers' Day Chocolates

I

Nom: With each box ordered in advance before May 1st. we

‘‘. M. A. MCIAAAC,

General Agent,

75 State St., Boston, Mass.
i

One and tV%0 pounds—ready for mailing.

TUFTS COLLEGE

will

University Pharmacy

DENTAL.SCHOOL

enclose a Mother's Day card of your own choice.

(itir assortment 1,

151.7

1.,r.s.

complete

Be a man - Gedunk

Nichols Drug Store

PARK'S VARIETY

Try a fiedunk `.1:11(lar at the Maine Hear
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Send her the kind she'd really like to receive

SO
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PIANOS, MUSIC, VICTOR RECORDS, RADIO

Whitman's or Apollo.

TODAY

V I{ I

THIRD

oarters for

When you send chocolates from Nichols, you may be sure they
are not mediocre candies Put in flashy boxes. They are either

Why not order your box ot

\\

Andrews Music House Co.

Order Now For
MOTHERS' DAY

6I
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Varsity Team Whitewashes Frosh
Tennis Club Tourney
Frosh In Practice Game
Has Many Entrants

VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM LOSES
FIRST TWO GAMES OF SEASON

The sarsity baseball team easily
tennis tournament being
by the Tennis Club got under trounced the freshman ball tossers at
\\ ednesilas, when most of the first Alumni Field last Saturday afternoon by
score which totaled about 20-0.
Capi-un.1 matches were played off. The
draw was made at a meeting held Tues- tain Bill Wells and his team mates
proved a much too experienced combiday night. There were forty entrants,
nation for the frosh, who were able to
seeded:
the following of whom were
secure only two hits front the varsity
Farrar, Clem, Bradbury, Armstrong, pitchers.
Colby, Mayers, Reichert, and Pressey.
Coach Fred Brice inserted all his
A copy of the draw sheet and the re- pitching material during the fray. and
sults of the matches as played will be the team worked with perfect smoothness throughout. Many of the varsity
kept in Mr. Curtiss office in Alumni
runs were the result of ragged support
Hall. The tournament will be run off as
quickly as possible, so that there will be behind the freshman pitchers, and numerous errors were committed by both the
time to organize and practice a team to
infield and the outfield.
meet Bates at Lewiston on May 2.
The

•ing les

-puns
,
ri-,1

One Big Inning Gives Colby a 4-3' Given Second Defeat by Rhode
Island State. Kiszonak ConDecision in the Opening Game
tributes Fielding Gem
Of Week's Trip
Looming as a lorntidable threat to retam n the 1931 Maine State Baseball
Championship. Maine met defeat in its
first attempt against Colby at Water%ilk Monday afternoon,
Colto. considered the weakest in the
state series. surprised the Maine outfit
with their strong de-tense and timely hittine. Colby scored enough runs in one
big inning to defeat the Maine Squad
1-3 in the first game of the State Series,
Maine started things off in the first
inning when Abbott hit a two bagger to
left field and then a pass and a couple
of sacrifices brought in two runs before
Colby cut it short with a quick double

Kingston. R. 1., April 21 --Coach
Brice's squad again met defeat in their
second game of the trip against the
Rhode Island State nine. when they were
given a 5 to 2 setback before the hurling
of Micky Martynick.
The Maine batters smashed out eight
solid hits against Martynick during the
game, but were unable to crash through
when it was needed mostly. In every
inning but the fifth and seventh the
Bricemen managed to put men on the
bases but to no avail.
Maine's first run in the first inning
was squeezed over via a walk, double,
and sacrifice fly. A pass and fielder's
choice, followed by a line drive by Perkins pushed over the other score in the

The tournament draw is as follows:
Farrar vs. Reid, Earle vs. winner, Howes
ss. Sargent, Lovell vs. Lull, Clem vs.
winner, Parini vs. Palmer, Bradbury vs.
Garland. Davis vs. winner, Twombly vs.
Small, Burr vs. Cope, Armstrong vs.
winner, Cushman vs. Adams, Colby vs.
Play.
Ashworth. Weiner vs. winner, Griffin vs.
in the second inning the Davan,
Stone, Jarrett vs. Parsons, Mayers vs.
guson. Plummer combination executed fourth.
winner, Coggin, vs. Lord. Reichert vs.
Solander pitched the first three innings
another double play to stop a second
Hinckley, Barret vs. winner, Teague vs.
Ro"Munny"
and
hits
only
two
Maine rally. Then Colby started a rally giving
Johnson, Moors vs. Field, Pressey vs.
frosh, gave
in the fourth inning scoring enough runs mansky, star of last year's
winner, Bruins vs. Morrison.
two hits in five innings striking out four
to sew up the game.
Solander
R. I. men. Perkins batted for
It looked rosy in the ninth for maim
the fourth.
%hen "scoop 'em up" Smith hit the ball in
Kiszonak executed the best play
Emil
run.'
home
for
a
field
fence
left
over the
afternon
at the start of the sevof
the
The next few plays found the bases full
enth inning when he came tearing
for Maine and one out and a good chance
the left field foul line to make a
Coach Bill Kenyon is priming his
for the game. but a squeeze play went along
of Crangan's Texas freshman hall players for the opening
wrong and McCabe was caught in an .ine-hand catch
game which takes place here Friday afAttempt to steal home and the final Leaguer.

The varsity hitting spree was climaxed in the eighth alien Hal Hall hatted
I rut a }limier
with the bases bailed.
Frost, playing left field for th varsity,
provided the fielding gem of the afternoon by pulling in a shoestring catch of
a hard hit hall that seemed destined for
a sure single.
Coach Kenyon used nearly his entire
squad during the game in order to get
a line on his charges, who had never
played together in a regular game. The
freshman pitchers who showed up well
were Gridinsky. Gray, and Hields.

Freshman Ball Players
Meet Kents Hill Friday

Totals

2
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
2
0

I
0
0
0
1
2
U
0
0
0

0
1
1
2
3
(1
11
1
0
0

0
0
3
0
4
5
0
0
4
0

26

4

19

16

MAINE
Abbott. rf
Frost. If
Smith, lb
I I incks. cf
McCabe, 31)
Wells, c

AB 131I Pt) A
4
1
1
0
3
0
3 0
3
1
5 2
4
0
4
3
1
0
0
(I
1
1
3
SS
Lewis, 2b
4
0
2 I
Perkins. p
3
2
0 0
Kiszonak
I
1
0 0
Totals
30
8
15 5
Kiszonak batted for Hallgrett in the
ninth.
t'..lbs:
Maine

1

0 11 0 401100x-4
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-3

Rims. Frost, Smith 2, McNamara.
!Anent, I leddericg. Davan. Two base
hits, Milton,. McNamara. Home runs,
Moan. Smith. Stolen bases, Ileddericg,
NIcNarnara. Sacrifice hits, Smith, Wells.
Ike:tiers Ileildericg. McNamara. Double
plays Davan, Ferguson, Plummer 2,
Mansfield, Ferguson. Plummer. Base on
balls, off Mansfield 2, Perkins 3, Roberts.
Hits. off Mansfield 7 in 8 innings, off
Perkins 4 in innings, off Roberts I in
1 inning Struck out. by Perkins 7.
Mansfield h

3
4
.3
3

Goff, lb
Martynick, p

Patter, ss

.

Arnold, If
Cragan. c_
Rarnatowich, 3b
Kay, cf

1
I

1
I
0

3
3

. 31
MAINE
AR
4
Abbott, rf-ss
Frost, If ---------------------------5
3
Smith, lb
5
McCabe, 3h
Hineks. cf.... —
.
.3
Wells, c
0
Hallgren, is
.3
Kiszonak. rf...
2
Lewis. 26 .
1
Solander, p
sPerkins .
.1
I
Romansky, p
Totals

1
2
1

4
2
5

0
4
3

2

4
2
2

0

27

10

0
0

5

9

2

0

0

0

1
0

1
0

2
2

0

0

0

0
3
1

0
0

1
0

0

0

LIST OF BOOKS AVAILABLE
TO TENNIS FANS

FRENCH Summer School
Fret, '1

spoken--Old Country French
staff. Elementary, Intermediate. Advanced. Fee 11140.
inclusive. Write for circular
, , French Sumto Semer School

McGILL

Show Strength on Track but
Weak in Field Events

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts
" bank for all Maim.
An "All Maim,

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Belfast
Bucksport
Dexter

Branches at
Dover-Foxcroft
Jonesport
Machias

Milo
Old Town
Orono

Total Resources Over $20,000,000.00

-

Canada

Have your
Topcoat
Gloves
Hats
Neckwear
Dry Cleaned
It's surprising how much
more service you can secure
from gloves, hats, neckwear,
and other apparel, by having
them dry cleaned.

Every Package
now a
Humidor
now gets
Camels in as prime condition
asWinston-Salem.the cigarette
capital of the world. Camels
that leave our factory are now
wrapped in moisture-proof,airtight Cellophane which acts as a
humidor and keeps the natural
moisture in.
Peppery tobacco dust and
harsh moisture-robbed tobacco
are what sting the tongue and
C4RRIZOZO, N. M.,

burn the throat. Thanks to our
patented vacuum cleaning apparatus and the new Humidor
Pack everybody, everywhere,
can enjoy the Camel blend of
fine Turkish and mellow
Domestic tobaccos in prime,
fresh condition.
Switch to Camels today
then leave them tomorrow, if
you can.
R. 3. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem,

For this service we use the
most modern of dry cleaning
methods. Your things come
back greatly improved in appearance—yet the cost to you

C.

CAMELS

is trifling.

Bill Riley
College Cleansers and

Dyers

and Topcoats
Ladies Coats and Dresses
Men's Suits

Cleaned and Pressed
e ha%e the largest estabilehment in this section of the State. equipped with
the most modern machinery, and employ skilful and experienced help.
We call and deliver. Prompt service.
Our motto is
Quality—Service—Satisfaction

Faetorv-fresh 41MELC
are air-settled in the new
Sanitary Package which
keeps the (lost and itrrms
out and keeps the flavor In.

Bantlor. Boston and New York Dye House
Mad,
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500 ROOMS

Vol. Xi

:leventh wi

••

Direct Entrance from P. a NI Depot
and Boston Madison Square Gordan

Each Room equipped
T hind
Shower • Built•in•Radio Stseakrr
(Three Station Servicel•Servidor
Circulating Ie Water.
WIC 10,41101140.• Meet Melon*
Enisippoil end Perieeley
Appointed Mend
Dining Room, Coffee Shoo, OVster
Bar and Soda Fountain offer week
variety of food and serviee.
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
FOR 014—$2.50, 3-80, 3-50, 4.00
Fon Two— $4.10, 4-30, LOG, 0.80
Me Meow Mateo

-

•

Mosher's Hardware
Store
•

UNIVERSITY

Montreal

•

In BOSTON
Is tin NEW ika
Hotel MANGER
At North Station

•

The meeting of Maine College Teachers of English was held at Bates College
Lewiston, Saturday. April 18.

The following hooks have been loaned
I" the library by Coach Jack Freeze, of
the tennis club, for the use of members:
"The Science of Lawn Tennis", I
I.-Av.:ant B. Dewhurst; Wright & Dityin
"Lawn Tennis for Beginners"; Spahlin,
FENCING CLUB TOURNEY "The 34 Common Tennis Errors and
Remedies", by Chas. LaRue; "Match
GETS UNDERWAY
Play and the Spin of the Ball". by Wiliht 1 1 411'0401CM 01 the L.:111%024y of liam T. Tilden, 2nd; "Lacoste on Tennis"
Maine Fencing Club started
on last by LaCoste: "The Lawn Tennis Library"
Tuesday at 4:15 in the map room of the 12—Mechanics of the Game) by Paret
Armors. and is to onitinue every day at ; "The Lawn Tennis Library" (3—Ps)4.15 for two weeks.
chology and Advanced Play I by Paret ;
All members of the club and those "The Lawn Tennis Library" (4—Methinterested in fencing who wish to enter ods and Players) by Paret.
the tournament shoukl leave their narnee
with Bernie Schneider or Tommy F.,.
airs some time this week.
The purpose of this tournament 1Reci wiled
onlitilate 1114,re intereo in fencing al
01Ncr•it
with the ultimate aim of 1:
REC(1121):-•
mg tensing a• an Intramural sport
Special *I his Month
A suitable prize *ill he awarded
th.
%sinner of the tournament and he will be
A Special N her
recognized as the fencing champion it
\ 1 rilotte to Keinte Rockne
the I'M - • • ^

The Ideal Hotel +or Yco

1

Who will draw the pitching assignment for the opener is hard to predict,
0
but he will probably be chosen from
0
Grodinsky. [fields, Gray, and Searles.

A 24
7
Totals .
.12
2
Score by innings:
Maine .
....1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0-2
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 x-5
Rhode Island
Errors, Hallgren. McCabe. Arnold 2. Marty nick. Lettieri. Hits off Solander 2 in 3 innings; Romansky. 2 in S. Stolen bases, Pot•
tel 2. Arnold. Two base hits, Frost, McCabe,
Marty nick, ragan. Three base hit. Marty
nick. Home run, Goff. Sacrifice hit, Smiel
Double play, Kay to Martynick to Haranat.
wich. Struck out, by Martynick 4, Solander
I, Romansky 4. Ra.e 1m balls, off Martynick
7, Solander 2, Itomansky I. Hit by pitched
ball. by Rnmansky 1Prittert. I.eft on bases.
Rhode Island 5. Maine 12. Time of game. 2
hr... 10 min.. Umpires. Fume!' and Devron.
Attendance, 700.
s Ratted fir Solander in 4th.

Satu

yd. dash—Won by O'Connell. DI;
2nd. Cust, 0.T.; 3rd, Warren, M. Time

sec'
24::
4
yd. dash—Won by 0'Connell, M.
and Hildreth. M (tie) ; 2nd, 3rd, Ives,
B. Time 56 sec.
880 yd. run—Won by Thompson. 0.T.;
; 3rd, Lawrence, M.
2nd, Corbett,
Garnering a total of 59 points to Old Time 2 min. 11 sec.
(hie mile run—Won by Earle. M, and
Town's 36 and Brewer's 13, the frosh
tracksters easily neat both Old Town Crosby. Si (tie); 3rd, !slartin, 0.T.
Time 4 min. 59 2-5 sec.
and Brewer in the triangular meet held
Shot Put—Won by Rogers, M ;
at Alumni Field last Saturday afterHill. M ; 3rd. Parsons, 3.f. Distance 41
noon. The yearlings showed themselves
in.
strong in the field events, but weak on ft. 9
throw—Won to Aldrich, M;
Hammer
the field. especially in the javelin, high
2nd, Murra), 0.T.; 3rd, Rogers, M.
jump, and broad jump.
Distance 129 ft.
Woods heaved the discus 108 ft. 5/2
Discus—Won by Woods, 13; 2nd, Hill,
in. to win first place for Brewer in that
event, while Thompson of Old Town 51; 3rd. Rogers, M. Distance 108 ft.
made a fine showing in the 880 to snatch 5 1-2 in.
Javelin—Won by Haley. 0.1'.; 2nd,
the winning position from Corbett.
O'Connell won the 220 for the yearlings, Woods, B: 3rd, Hastings, M. Distance
and lied with Hildreth for first in the 150 ft. 8 in.
440. Aldrich, in his first appearance for
Pole vault—Won by Guerin, 0.T.; 2nd.
the frosh, led his opponents in the ham- Black, 51; 3rd, Haley, 0.T. Height 10
mer throw.
ft.
The summary:
High jump—Won by Hussey, 0.T.;
100 yd. dash, 1st trial heat—Wins by 2nd, tie between 'Thompson. M, Haley,
Davis, M ; 2nd, Jordan, M; 3rd, Cun- UT., Myers. 0.T.. McDonald, B. Winning height 5 ft. 2 in.
ningham, (I.T. Time 10 3-5 sec.
Broad jump—Won by Cunningham,
2nd trial heat—Won by Parsons, M;
2nd, Lust, 0.T.; 3rd, Hardison, M. Time 0.T.: 2nd, C. Ivers, B; 3rd, Dougherty,
M. Distance 19 ft. 7 in.
10 3-5 sec.

•

R RH PO A
0
1
0
1
2
t
0
0
1
0
1
6
2
0
2
1
4 0
0
1
0 0 7 0
0

CLARINE COFFIN HEADS
RIFLE CLUB

Tracksters
Defeat Both Brewer tsec220
And Old Town High

At the Rifle Club meeting held in Balentitle Wednesday noon the following
officers were elected: President, Clarine
Coffin; manager, Josephine Mutty ; secternoon with Kents Hill. From the in- retary-treasurer, Edna Grange.
dications of practice, there is a lively
Several Changes ill the Constitutiyai
tussle going on for all positions. Ring, were voted upon.
Aldrich. and Blanchard are waging a
battle for the backstop position. with Aldrich slightly favored. At the initial
Patronize Our Advertisers
sack, Rice seems certain of starting. At
.eomd and short, Kenyon has tried various combinations, and he will choose his
two players probably from Pascarelli,
School Supplies
"Swank" (Isgesal. Wilbur. and WichenPrice Books, Memo Books, Founhaugh. Pete Karalekas, "Red" Osgixed,
tain Pens, Architect's Supplies
and Wessel are battling for the hot corEverything for the Office
ner, and they are all capable of handling
CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
the job well. The outstanding outfieldTel. 226
18 Central Street
ers to date are Bartlett, MacCusker.
Bangor
Pearson, and Topolosky.

RHODE !SIAN D
strikeout by Lewis took the game for
RH PO A
AR
Colby.
4
4
1
I.ettieri, 2b
0
0
4
AB 1311 PO A Pray, rf
COLBY

McNamara, rf
Loveitt. If
Deetjen, 3h
Ileddericg, c
Fergusini, 2b
Davan, as
Plummer. lb
Pearson. cf
Mansfield, p
Roberts, p

hmal—Won by Parsons. M 2nd. EM M; 3rd, Cust, O.T. Time 10 3-5
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